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THOMAS M. HUBER

Reply to Albert M. Craig'sreview of Thomas M.
Huber, The Revolutionary Origins of Modern
Japan, in Volume 9, Number 1

It is difficultto recognize some passages of Craig'sreview as being
about my RevolutionaryOrigins. The principalthemes of my book
are not describedby Craig.The evidence for these themes is neither
assessed nor clearly presented. Craig is really concerned in his
review to addressthe same set of ideas he wrote about twenty years
ago in his Journal of Asian Studies article of 1959 and his Choshii

monographof 1961. Craig'sessay is articulateand often interesting,
though it may greatly mislead readers as to where I stand on the
issues he chooses to deal with.
Craig's review article is ten pages long. The first two pages
purportto offer my conclusions and to characterizethe evidence for
them. Craig'sremainingeight pages are a refutationof four selected
propositionsthat he alleges appearin RevolutionaryOrigins. Let us
go throughthe several parts of Craig'sreview to see what he actually
says. On his opening pages Craig devotes four paragraphs to
"Huber's interpretationof the Restoration."His approachhere is an
unusual one in that he does not state my argument, but presents
instead a very differentargumentthat appearsnowhere in my book.
Craigproposes that the thesis of Revolutionary Origins is this: all
samuraiin Chishfi with incomes under 200koku favored reformand
strived for Restoration, while samuraiwith over 200 koku favored
reform less or resisted. Somehow the income levels of samurai
caused them to embrace one political line or the other.1 (Though
1. Craig attributes this argumentto me on p. 140, lines 5-18, and quotes a
sentence of minethatdoes set up a 200kokudividingline (lines 14-18). In the context
of my volume, however, this statementis not about the whole Restoration,nor about
?
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Craig does not use the term, I will for brevity's sake refer to this
notion as "income-mechanism.") Actually I make no such argument. Unfortunately, Craig repeats his inaccurate attributionof it
six times in his essay.2 It would be unfair to conclude that Craig
made a deliberatemisrepresentationhere. His treatmentis in terms
of concepts that have been familiarto him for twenty years, while
my ideas are rather new.
Very little of the language in my book is assimilable to the
concept of income-mechanism, and instead I speak of "service
intelligentsia," "service class," "professionalized elements," and
the like, along with the experiences, values, and reformistagendas
of this group. These terms are not necessarilyrelatedto income, and
Craig acknowledges their existence in my book, but for some reason, and very mistakenly, he feels compelled repeatedlyto explain
to his readerthat surely these terms refer only to income levels. The
"service intelligentsia," he writes, are "those with stipends of less
than 200 koku," or "the service strata" are defined "in terms of
lowerness, samuraiwith less than 200koku" (p. 140, lines 11-13; p.
141, lines 20-28). Craig draws this idiosyncratic association no
fewer than four times in his text.3 These statements are cut from
whole cloth. Craigdoes not quote any of my text to supportthem,
except for his highly exceptional use of my second footnote on
page 33.4
Craig uses some phrases from my book in his first two pages,
though he never quite manages to state my argument.He states a
different argumentthat has obviously been of interest to him for
some years, apparently with the purpose of creating a forum in
which he mightagain discuss the income-mechanismquestion. I am
sure Craig's advocacy on this issue is of value to the profession,
the movementin Ch6shfi.Nor is any causalityassignedto the income levels. In fact
Craigpulls his quotationnot from my conclusion, but from a footnote to a table on
page 33. The footnotelocates the apparentpoliticaldivisionsin one of the 17ranksof
Choshfi samurailisted in the table.
Craig performsan apotheosis on these obscure lines. They become "Huber's
interpretationof the Restoration,"a directcausalexplanationof the whole reformist
movement.Craigcreates for them a grandfunctionthey were not expected to serve
as the second of three footnotes on page 33.
2. Craig'sp. 141, lines 27-28; p. 141, line 43 throughp. 142, line 1; p. 142, lines
11-12; p. 143, line 36; p. 147, lines 19-20; p. 148, lines 35-36.
3. The firsttwo statementsare in p. 140,lines 11-13 and p. 141,lines 20-28. The
other two are p. 142, line 11 and p. 143, line 36.
4. See note 1 above.
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though I am not convinced that a review of a book about something
else is an appropriateforum for it.
Having not presented my argumentin his introductorypages,
Craig similarly does not recount the evidence supporting it. He
allows on his first page that there are seven chapters makingup the
body of my book, but dismisses these as being mere biographiesthat
lack analytical relevance. He attaches some vague praise to these
"biographical"chapters which amounts to a denial that they have
analytical substance. This formula,broughtforwardin Craig's second paragraph,frees him from any furtherportrayalof this material.
Sure enough, though he has nine remainingpages of text, he does
not use any of it for a systematic descriptionof the content of these
chapters. He does, however, state the "only biographies" idea
twice more in stronger terms.5
Craig's thrice-statedimplicationthat the body of my book consists of chirrupy biography without analytical import may be set
aside by anyone examining the volume. Since I present a new
explanationof the motives of the Restorationmovement in Choshfi,
it behooved me to show, among other things, that this explanation
would work if appliedto actual individuals.I thereforedid personal
case studies of three activists known to have been devoted to the
movement. These case studies occupy 55 of the book's 281 pages.6
The 226 remainingpages argue reformist proposals, reformist motives, iconoclastic ideologies, social origins of groups, insurgent
strategy, and political events in which the revolutionarymovement
was involved.7 The "only biographies"parody is untrue. Even so,
to make the idea crystal clear, Craigoffers it three times in increasingly categoricalterms. What interest could Craigpossibly have in
fashioning such a caricature?Perhaps he wished to free himself to
write about something other than the content of my chapters.
In his two-page introductionCraigmanagesto attributeto me an
income-mechanistargumentI did not make, and to suggest somewhat idiosyncraticallythat seven chaptersof the nine chaptersof my
book are only biographieswith no analyticalrelevance. On the other
5. See p. 139, line 21 throughp. 140, line 4; p. 141, lines 10-13; p. 148, lines
30-33.
6. Pp. 7-22, 69, 72, 75-91, 92-97, 100-101, 106, 143-54, 157-60, 197-200, and
207.

7. Note thatin my tableof contentseach chapteris associatedwith the nameof an
individualactivist in order to impose some aesthetic unity on this highly diverse
material.A person who read only the table of contents without opening the book
would indeed have the impressionthe chapters were "only biography."
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hand, the argumentI did make is neither sketched out nor addressed
by Craig in these pages.
Let us considerbrieflymy actualanalysis and the evidence for it.
My approachmight be described as a vocational-classargument.I
provide biographicalevidence and other kinds. My actual thesis is
this: duringthe Edo era, daimyo, to increasetheirwealth and power,
"rationalized" the lower echelons of their governing apparatuses.
This meant that operatives would face career-longservice in a specialized capacity, educationalcompetitionfor posts, and obligatory
mastery of complex skills such as mathematicsand medicine (see
my pp. 225-27). Parallelvocationalizationwent on in other sectors,
especially ecclesiastical, pedagogical, and commercial. This longterm structuralchange inevitablyyielded two distinctgroupsin each
domain: (1) the daimyo and great retainers near him, and
(2) vocationalizedoperatives. The great vassals (calledyorigumi in
Choshfi), even when idle, received through this system wealth
greater than a man could use. They kept luxurious mansions and
many servants. Beyond that they burnedoff their surpluswealth in
lavish feudal ceremony that celebrated their high estate. Their access to the highesthan offices was securely hereditary(pp. 211-12).
The service operatives, by contrast, were subjected to a relentless standardof real performance,and since the system did not exist
for their sakes, their livelihood was kept at a bare minimum,forcing
them to restrictor give up family life. Theiraccess to modest offices
depended on uncertain success in a grueling intellectual competition, and inter-generationallyrepeatedfailuremeantloss of samurai
status (pp. 213-14). The values andlife-styles of the highvassals and
of service operatives were poles apart. They never intermarried.
One groupexisted to enjoy its leisure and got everything.The other
existed to work and got nothing. It was just a matterof time before
service elements somewherein Japansought to change this system.
This meant (1) perceivingthe double standard,(2) devising an alternative social structure, (3) developing ideologies to justify such
change, (4) findinga political embarrassmentto the old regime they
could use for leverage, and (5) pursuing a practical strategy that
would allow them to prevailandreconstructsociety. Reconstruction
meant disestablishmentof privilegedgreat vassals, and redirection
of the vast wealth so freed into new services urgentlyneeded by the
society-medical, military, educational, and so on-while drastically increasing access to power and perquisites for the ambitious
but threadbareservice group.
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This is what the Choshfi movement was, an effort by its professionalized service echelon to create a new public order based on
social performance,not patrimony. What is the evidence for this?
Division of shi samuraiinto an aristocraticclass and a service class
has been noted by John Hall and Fukuzawa Yukichi (p. 211). That
the Choshfi activists were incensed at this split is clear in the writings of Yoshida Sh6in (pp. 52-55). Yoshida and his student Kusaka
elaboratedbroadprinciplesthat mightinforma generalsocial reconstruction and developed startling applications of these principles
including replacement of the Tokugawa regime.8 Yoshida created
ideologies to justify drastic change (pp. 59-66). Perry's arrivalprovided the opportunityto act.9 The activists pursued hazardousescalating strategies of political takeover, including ideological challenge, then politicking, terror, and ultimatelypositional warfare.10
The whole Restorationmovementin Choshfi,the Sonjukugroup,
the Aumeisha group, and other constituencies, came out of those
backgrounds most intensely linked with vocationalized service.1I
They were priests, physicians, schoolmasters,scholars, and samurai
in the educated ranksthat competed for posts, namely certainlower
rungs of the type called shi (pp. 217-20). The natureand content of
service class ethos and motives is concretely illustratedby biographical case studies.12 Aristocratic samurai around the daimyo were
also technically of shi rank, but by looking at characteristiccareer
experiences, and at rankand income levels of supportersand adversaries of reform, it is possible to gain a sense of the frugal lower
levels of shi where service values prevailed, of the flushupperlevels
where aristocratic values prevailed, and of the ambiguous zone
between.13The 200 koku markis useful for this purpose. (This is the
fragment of evidence Craig chose to portray, mistakenly, as my
argument.)
Opposing reform were also a few shi operatives who identified
with service to aristocratsratherthan to people and polity. Supporting reform were a few vocationalized aristocrats (pp. 245-46). At
several points the evidence is drawntogether to make the case that
Ch6shfi men were motivated to restructureJapan by their percep8. Pp. 43-52, 114-16, and 220-22.
9. Pp. 64 and 74-77.
10. Pp. 25-26, 28-31, 71-73, 77-80, 99-104, 117-29, 131-42, 171-83, 200-206.
11. Tables 1-11, pp. 32-37, 104-106, 125-31, 184-92, and 196.
12. Pp. 7-22, 93-97, 128, 144-46, 149-52, 157-60, 194-95, and 197.
13. Pp. 32-37, 184-92, and 217-20.
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tions and interests as a proto-modernprofessional service intelligentsia living in a still very feudal world.14
Whatis Craig'sresponseto this vocational-classargument,made
in so many ways over 281 pages? Nothing. He offers no clue of its
existence. The utopian ideologies, the learned selflessness, the repeated calls for reform, the solidarityof young and old, the bitter
class complaints,the educationalvalues, the schoolmasteractivism,
Craigneglects it all. He bypasses the thesis, and omits reference to
evidence supportingit. The theme and evidence for it that comprise
my book go unmentionedin Craig'sreview. Craigchooses insteadto
reiteratean argumenthe madetwenty years ago. This argumentis of
interest, though it is little related to this book.
After his two-page introduction,Craigmakes no furthergesture
at describingRevolutionaryOrigins, and his eight subsequentpages
are devoted to refutation. This materialis loosely gathered under
four headings,each representinga presumedsubthemeof my work.
Craigdoes not say why he chose these four topics, but he enumerates them as "problemswith this book," startingeach section after
the firstwith the phrase"A second problemwith Huber'sanalysis,"
"A third problem with this book," and so on.
Each section is a colorful mosaic. Each begins with a brief
statement purportingto represent some feature of the book. There
follows a loose congeries of observations apropos of that topic.
There is not always a sustained analyticalline within these subsections, but the consistentlynegativetone providesunity. The absence
of obvious sequentiality in his observations brought Craig in his
second section to assign letters of the alphabet, "a" through"f," to
the paragraphs(pp. 142-44).
Unfortunately,the four rubricsthemselves are idiosyncratic,and
it is difficultto see how they bearon each other or on the book. Craig
abandonsthe effort to quote from my text, and in these eight pages,
excepting four lines on Takasugiand Nagai, and three lines on the
Meiji reforms,15 no complete sentence is quoted. Craig pays little
heed to what is actuallyin the book and at some juncturesseems not
to know.16
14. Pp. 52-59 and 211-17.
15. P. 143, line 39 throughp. 144, line 1; p. 147, lines 9-11.
16. Craigwrites, for example, that I failed to note that the "presence of high
rankingkar5 in the reformistcamp was not anomalousbut normal"(p. 146, lines
3-4). But in fact my argumentabout these karo hinges on their reformistactivity's
being normal(my p. 245). At anotherpoint Craigasks "how can [Huber]arguethat
lower samuraiinterestswere served by the abolitionof the samuraiclass?" (p. 147,
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Craig's first refutationsection purportsto deal with the identity
of the "service strata," but really is addressedonce more to discrediting the "lower samurai" income-mechanistidea (p. 141, line 15
through p. 142, line 23). Since I do not argue income-mechanism,
there is no need for me to comment on these pages. It is important
not to assume automaticallythat Craigproceeded in bad faith here.
My ideas must seem new to him, and Craig perhaps wrote without
graspingthem fully. He suggests this latter possibility himself, asserting he did not completely understand "what [the author] intended to say" about service strata composition (p. 141, lines 4142). This admission follows 13 lines of confused summarythat do
serve as testimony to his uncertainty(cf. my pp. 32-37). The reader
should be aware that in these pages Craigvehemently attacks many
propositions, which may leave the impression that these propositions are made in my book.
Craig's second rubricis aimed at an alleged "Manicheandichotomy" in my book between conservatives and reformists(p. 142,line
24 thoughp. 145, line 2). Much of this is againcouched in terms of a
gratuitousassault on income-mechanism.Beyond that I clearly state
in my work that there are a few crossovers between the aristocratic
class and the service class, and give reasons for this that Craigdoes
not challengenor mention(pp. 245-46). There is little need for me to
commenton the inaccurateunifyingpremiseof this section either.17
lines 12-13). This is an odd questionto pose since I arguefrom the firstpage to the
last that the Restorationmovementwas not a creatureof "lower samurai,"thatmany
adherentswere not samuraiat all, and ratherthat it was a struggleagainsthereditary
privilegeby ambitiousprofessionalservice elements, whose old regime perquisites
were nearlynil (my pp. 32-37). This query of Craig'sis neitherrightnor wrong, but
bizarre, almost as if he had not read the book.
17. Craig raises several side issues in this section that merit a few words. He
claims that the politicalmeans and ends of Yoshida Shoin's groupof activists were
incompatiblewith those of Chosh0'sreformistofficials(p. 142,line 33 throughp. 143,
line 8). I argue at some length going back to primarymaterialsthat their means and
ends were very compatible(pp. 99-111, 117-20, 157-59, 164-65, 171, and 192-97).
Craigasserts my view cannot "withstandscrutiny."He does not reveal the existence
of my extensive evidence on this, however, let alone challenge it. If this material
cannot "withstandscrutiny," why does he give it such a wide berth?
Craigasserts furtherthat it was impossiblefor Nagai Uta and the MundaneViews
factionof officialsto have both been "conservative," since the latterdid not support
Nagai's mission to the Bakufu(p. 143, lines 24-33). Is Craigreally preparedto insist
that two personsor factionscannot have the same basic politicalperceptionsand yet
disagree about a particularpolicy? Is this not actually very common in political
environments?
Craigsuggests that Nagai Uta early in his life had a stipendof 150koku, and 300
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The thirdrubricof Craig'srefutationdeals with the Meijireforms
(p. 145, line 3 throughp. 147, line 30). It begins with the usual brief
caricature,in this instance suggestingI claimedthere alreadyexisted
a blueprintfor all the Meiji reforms even before 1848 (p. 145, lines
4-11). Craig adds that I never found this blueprint (p. 146, lines
31-32). He then goes into a pattern of defensive backpedaling.He
says my view is "never adequatelydemonstrated"and yet "muchin
this view is not new" (p. 145,lines 7 and 12). He says "no one would
say that what came before [1868] did not influence what came
afterwards," and yet "there were discontinuities" (p. 145, lines
21-22 and 26). He says "Certainlythe impetusfor reformcame from
within [Japan],"yet adds "it is hard to think of Meiji reformsthat
were not shaped by Western models" (p. 145, lines 24-25; p. 147,
lines 7-8).
If all I did was make the ludicrousblueprintargument,why does
Craigturn all these somersaults?In fact I do offer a comprehensive
argumentabout the theoreticalorigins of the Meiji reforms, though
even in their most advanced elaboration as of 1862 they "are far
from being a detailed blueprint of the Meiji Restoration" (my p.
116).18 J make the case that Yoshida Shoin, and the largercircle of
thinkers of which he was a part, was on the track of a major
breakthroughin terms of the principles of social organization. It
occurred to Yoshida and others that institutions both could and
should be so ordered as to serve the many needs of the whole
koku only later, and that Nagai therefore should be in the reformistcamp, not-the
aristocrats'.The income numbershave no automaticcausal significance,but I do use
them to indicateroughlythe likely locales of certainsocial values and ethoses among
personswho areshi samurai.This use of the numbersworks as well for Nagai as for
other cases in that most young samuraiin Ch6shfi,as elsewhere, had their stipends
sharplyreduced on accession, usually by half, then graduallyraised with years of
service back up to the parentalmaximumif they served well. Does Craigreally not
know this?
Craig implies that I conceal the income of Yamagata Taika, conservative
apologist, because it is anomalouswith respect to income numbers.In fact I omit a
discussionof his income because he appearsin a chapterthat is about ideology, not
social identity,a subjectI discuss elsewhere.It shouldbe clearto a thoughtfulreader,
however, that a few crossoverscholarsof service class originswould be motivatedin
the same way as the few crossover MundaneViews officials, namely because they
were devoted to a service to aristocratsratherthan service to people and polity. See
my pp. 245-46.
18. This position is presentedas conspicuouslyas can be in five titled sections,
"Reform of the Academy and Domain," "Reform at the National Level," "The
RestorationistTendency," "A First Draftof Restoration,"and "The Originsof the
Meiji Reforms."
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population, not the lavish comfort of a few hereditary rulers and
their high vassals. This idea, an ordinarynotion to us, was far from
ordinaryin the context of the realities and legitimizingprinciples of
the Bakuhanworld. It denied the traditionalpatrimonialfoundations
on which the whole society rested. It was revolutionaryin the most
literal sense. Documents by Yoshida that articulatedit were named
in his death warrant. This new principle implied shifting surplus
wealth on a large scale from daimyo and near-vassalconsumptionto
various public services. It implied choosing operatives at all levels
by real ability to achieve, not by lineage or other criteria serving
daimyo interests. It impliedthe developmentor discovery, by every
imaginableroute, of new forms of institutional service that could
meet the needs of the people and the nation.
It is obvious that this principleis susceptible of as many applications as there are needs of man and society. Yoshida did not develop
all the applications,nor did the Meijireformerseven with the Western example, nor have Japanese leaders since developed them all.
But Yoshida and his students advocated a number of them: an
administrativebureaucracyresponsible to itself and the public, not
to daimyo and Shogun; strictly merit-orientedinstitutionsof higher
education; a diplomaticpresence in other nations; public hospitals;
import of Western technical methods; and a deep-water navy; to
name a few. The principle and the applicationswere all extremely
controversial, so Yoshida developed an elaborate ideological apparatusto justify them. He elaboratedas well ideas thatjustifiedthe
hazardous activism needed to bring this vision about.
Craigin the two-plusjournalpages he devotes to the "context of
reforms"does not describe this argumentfor the reader. Couldit be
that Craig's somersaultsapropos of continuity and Western models
are an oblique effort to challenge this argumentwhile not statingit?
Craiggoes on in this section to offer "three phases" he feels account
for the Meiji reforms. I am always interested in Professor Craig's
perceptions. But I wonder why he did not describe mine.
In the fourth section of Craig'seight-pagerefutation(p. 147, line
31 throughp. 148, line 28), he addresses the biographicalquestion of
Yoshida Shoin. Craig again devotes only a few lines to what I had
said (lines 31-38), which leave a peculiarimpression. Craigsays the
author's "main concern is to present Shiin as the champion of
rationalreformism, and this leads him to play down the irrational
side of Shoin." This odd line seems to imply that there are calm
people and emotionally intense people, and that only the calm
people, those unlike Shoin, may advocate reform. This is not a
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useful dichotomy. In the history of recent centuries it has been just
as often emotionally intense persons who have effectively sought
reform. In fact I argue that Yoshida was a formidablechampionof
reformbecause he was emotionallyintense.19But he also advocated
reformswhen he was calm. It is clear that Yoshidawas passionately
committedto reform, and that this commitmentand his intellectual
commitment were mutually nourishing. Not only does Craig not
faithfullydescribe this position, but in a few lines he sets up a rather
queer premise that would make it theoreticallyimpossible. Why is
he at such pains, not only to avoid mentionof my argument,but also
to steer the uninformedreader away from it?
Craiggoes on to suggest that I have ignored all the established
evidence on Yoshida, and that my conclusions about him are therefore arbitrary.He refers to David Earl for the "established" fact
that Yoshida embraced "irrationalvenerationof the emperor." He
then says I fail to account for Yoshida's "irrational"response to
the "Bakufu-courtsplit in 1858," his "espousal of an uprisingof the
common people," "his final embrace of martyrdom,"his favoring
"virtuousactions" ratherthan "results," and his students' "breaking with him" for his rashness.
This seems persuasive, but none of these "facts" are true. Much
of the Americanscholarshipon Yoshida Shiin was done in the late
1950s,when explainingJapanesemilitarismseemed an urgenttask. I
believe I have shown, by examinationof the primarymaterial,that
none of these 1950s assumptionsabout Yoshida's career are valid.
The single statement of Yoshida's referredto by Craigand quoted
by Earl (1964, p. 189)as provingYoshida's "irrationalvenerationof
the emperor," is a rhetorical device of a few lines in Yoshida's
12-volume

oeuvre.20

Yoshida paid no special heed to the "Bakufu-

19. Pp. 55-59 and 157-59.
20. Craigis takenin here by a figureof speech. Since the days of YamazakiAnsai
(1618-82), the Japanesetenn6 was regardedby most Japanesethinkersas tantamount
to the spiritualauthorityof "heaven" (ten), not to the temporalauthorityof "kings"
(8). Shogunalidentitycontinuedto be interpretedeitherway, however,dependingon
the interpreter.Yoshida saw the Shogun as a temporal power only. In an essay
submittedto him by a futurestudentin 1856,Yoshidadiscoveredthe notionthat the
Shogun was, like the emperor,part of the ultimatelylegitimizingapparatusof the
polity. He respondedwith his usual rhetoricalintensity, not hesitatingto use some
pungent Chinese formulasabout the emperor's exclusive authority. "Even if the
emperor... shouldbe as cruel as Chiehand Chou.... and punishwith deathall the
millions of people within the four seas," they should remain respectful, etc. The
phrase is obviously a literarydevice. It appearsin Yoshida's "Sait6 Sei no bun o
hy6su" essay. See YoshidaShoin zenshu, Yamaguchiken kyoiku kai, ed. (Tokyo:
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court split" untilhe heardon 6/19/58that the Bakufu,despite Harris'
pressuretoward a new treaty, had rejected all majorcommitmentto
reform (pp. 74-75). Yoshida never espoused an "uprising of the
common people," but he did urge political mobilizationof the students and other elements of transient population in Kyoto, a measure that was later successful (p. 76). Although Yoshida's adversaries embracedhis martyrdom,he and his friends resisted it frantically (pp. 81-82). And so on.2'
Craig suggests I drew my biographicalconclusions arbitrarily,
evidence. Yet,
with no knowledgeof or regardfor the "nestablished"
on each point he mentions I actually went back to the original
sources to show the inheritedwisdom was unreliable.Craiggives his
reader no clue that I engaged all these questions, instead plainly
implies I did not, and even suggests my work is gravely flawed for
my not doing so. Is this not misleading?22
Iwanamishoten, 1940)(12 volumes), Vol. 4, p. 140, lines 4-7. There is no question,
however, that Yoshidawas a passionateadvocate of "loyalty to the emperor"in the
symbolicsense. It shouldbe kept in mindalso that for Yoshidathe ImperialWillwas
to be interpretedby sages like himself, not by the individualwho happenedto be
emperor. Yoshida firmlyadvised EmperorKomei what political actions he should
take in his "On the Conditionsof the Times" memorialof 9/1858, and when Komei
after 8/18/63expelled Yoshida's studentsfrom the imperialcompound,they characteristicallywithdrewto Choshfi,and announcedthatthey stood for the ImperialWill,
not he.
21. The remainingthree issues are resolved in my pages 26, 82-84, and 97.
22. At the end of this section, and twice elsewhere (p. 146, lines 17-24; p. 147,
lines 25-30) Craigindicatesthat Yoshida's Sonjukugroup of activists were loyalist
fanatics, moreakinto MaebaraIssei's rebels of 1876,and Saigo's of 1877,thanto the
Meiji state. This is a curious thing to say since Yoshida's group furnishedmajor
leaders to the Meiji state: Kido, It6, Inoue, Yamagata,and others. Of the 16 group
members who survived, 13 became Meiji officials. Two Maebaraand Tominaga,
became rebels (my p. 38). Yoshida died years before the Restoration, but his
passionateinterest in merit-centeredreform,both as a matterof principleand as a
matter of particularapplication, suggest that he would have supportedthe Meiji
changes and abhorredresistance to them. TamakiBunnoshin,Yoshida's uncle and
mentor, was so distressed by the Maebarauprising, since Maebarawas a former
student of the family school, that he took his own life to show his sorrow in an
unequivocalway.
I arguehere (pp. 129-31) and elsewhere, however, that the Sonjukugroupworked
closely at times with an element whose perceptionsand interestswere very different
from theirown, namelythe "loyalist" faction (kinn5ha). This groupemphasizedthe
emotionalloyalty of physicalcourage,not the classicallearningand social rationalism
favored by the professionalizedreformers.Their attitudeswere typical of the sotsu
ranks, not of the intensely educated lower shi ranks from which reformerswere
usually drawn. The rationalreformersoften sought to mobilize the cooperationof
loyalists even thoughtheir impetuousnessoften caused well-calculatedstrategiesto
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Craigassumes the same approachin each of the four sections of
his eight-page refutation. He presents a bizarre caricature of my
position in a few spare phrases, then rehearses for long paragraphs
evidence he has used before, while assertingthat this overturnsthe
caricature. This procedure leads to large misstatements about the
conceptual lines of my book.
Albert Craig's review of my Revolutionary Origins does not
mention the principal issues raised in the book. His essay leaves
numerous highly inaccurate impressions; especially persons not
thoroughlyfamiliarwith the Bakumatsuliteraturemight be wise to
avoid using it as an initial interpretativesource. Craig does in his
essay presentan articulatediscussion of the income-mechanistquestion, a subjectof interestto many studentsof the Restoration,andhis
treatment surely is of value on that account. There are probably
some readers of journal book reviews, however, who still expect
that a review will carefully and faithfullydescribe the book. These
readers may feel in this case that their usual expectations have not
been fully met.
DUKE UNIVERSITY

go awry. It was, I believe, the proximatesuccessors of this sotsu-orientedkinndha
who later felt threatened(andwere) by the structuralchangesof the 1870s,and who
ultimatelyrebelledagainstthe institutionalrationalismof the MeijiregimeunderEto,
Maebara,and Saigo. This was not new insofaras they had often had bitterdisputes
with the reformistleaderseven in the yearsbeforeRestoration.See my "Men of High
Purpose," pp. 107-27 in Conflictin ModernJapanese History, Tetsuo Najita and
Victor Koschmann,eds. (Princeton:PrincetonUniversity Press, 1982).
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